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executive that has resigned for "personal reasons." The root of the failure is usually ineffective decision-making processes, and ultimately, bad decisions. In The Thinking Manager's Toolbox, veteran consultant and renowned business thinker
William J. Altier cogently presents the underpinnings of successful thinking processes and their applications, drawing on practical, real-world experiences. The first section explores the fundamentals of thinking, change, and the critical role that
sound thinking processes play in effective problem solving. The second section, your basic toolbox, develops five, in-depth fundamental thinking processes. And a third section, the advanced toolbox, develops more specialized applications for
creative problem solving. Here then is a valuable primer for anyone, whether a middle manager or a CEO, seeking to solve problems and make better decisions more efficiently. The Thinking Manager's Toolbox is an invaluable resource for
those seeking to develop the fundamental thinking processes necessary to perform with excellence.

Investigación operativa: modelos determinísticos y estocásticos-Sixto Ríos Insúa 2004-07-07 Esta obra nos introduce en el conocimiento de los modelos deterministas y estocásticos de la Investigación Operativa cuyos orígenes se
encuentran en los primeros intentos de aplicar el método científico a problemas de planificación empresarial en los comienzos del siglo pasado. Libro adecuado para profesionales interesados en esta disciplina así como en los estudios de
Ingeniería, Matemáticas, Económicas, Empresariales..., pues introduce multitud de ejemplos y bibliografía reciente.

Economía y desarrollo- 1980
Métodos y modelos de investigación de operaciones: Modelos deterministicos-Juan Prawda 1976
Boletín de estudios economicos- 1994
Investigación de operaciones en la ciencia administrativa-G. D. Eppen 2000 Incluye al final de cada capítulo resumen y casos prácticos.
International Logistics-Pierre David 2021-05 A full-color textbook covering all of the concepts of international logistics. This textbook is written from the perspective of shippers, those managers who are actively exporting or importing goods
or are otherwise involved in international trade operations. All of the relevant issues are thoroughly explained, including documentation, terms of payment, terms of trade (2020 Incoterms© rules), exchange rate exposure hedges, international
insurance, customs clearance, agency and distributorship sales contracts, contracts of carriage, packaging, transportation, warehousing, dangerous goods shipping, refrigerated goods shipping, as well as security issues.

M‚todos y modelos de investigaci¢n de operaciones-Juan Prawda Witenberg 2000

Investigacion de operaciones-Hamdy A. Taha 2004 Esta nueva edición incluye los siguientes apoyos tecnológicos: software TORA; plantillas EXCEL para resolver problemas generales; EXCEL Solver pa resolver problemas de transportación,
de red y de programación lineal y no lineal.

Operations Research-Hamdy A. Taha 2007 Significantly revised, this book provides balanced coverage of the theory, applications, and computations of operations research. The applications and computations in operations research are
emphasized.Significantly revised, this text streamlines the coverage of the theory, applications, and computations of operations research. Numerical examples are effectively used to explain complex mathematical concepts. A separate chapter of
fully analyzed applications aptly demonstrates the diverse use of OR. The popular commercial and tutorial software AMPL, Excel, Excel Solver, and Tora are used throughout the book to solve practical problems and to test theoretical concepts.
New materials include Markov chains, TSP heuristics, new LP models, and a totally new simplex-based approach to LP sensitivity analysis.

Libros en venta en Hispanoamérica y España- 1992

Investigación de operaciones-Wayne L. Winston 1994

Optimization in Operations Research-Ronald L. Rardin 2014-01-01 For first courses in operations research, operations management Optimization in Operations Research, Second Edition covers a broad range of optimization techniques,
including linear programming, network flows, integer/combinational optimization, and nonlinear programming. This dynamic text emphasizes the importance of modeling and problem formulation andhow to apply algorithms to real-world
problems to arrive at optimal solutions. Use a program that presents a better teaching and learning experience-for you and your students. Prepare students for real-world problems: Students learn how to apply algorithms to problems that get
them ready for their field. Use strong pedagogy tools to teach: Key concepts are easy to follow with the text's clear and continually reinforced learning path. Enjoy the text's flexibility: The text features varying amounts of coverage, so that
instructors can choose how in-depth they want to go into different topics.

Investigación de operaciones-Hamdy A. Taha 1998

Estadística española- 1972

Tópicos, métodos y problemas de investigación en ciencias administrativas-Alba Carosio 2007

Books in Print, 2004-2005- 2004

El Correo fronterizo- 1986

Información comercial española- 1969

Trabajos de investigación operativa- 1991

Mastering Bitcoin-Andreas M. Antonopoulos 2017-06-12 Join the technological revolution that’s taking the financial world by storm. Mastering Bitcoin is your guide through the seemingly complex world of bitcoin, providing the knowledge you
need to participate in the internet of money. Whether you’re building the next killer app, investing in a startup, or simply curious about the technology, this revised and expanded second edition provides essential detail to get you started.
Bitcoin, the first successful decentralized digital currency, is still in its early stages and yet it’s already spawned a multi-billion-dollar global economy open to anyone with the knowledge and passion to participate. Mastering Bitcoin provides the
knowledge. You simply supply the passion. The second edition includes: A broad introduction of bitcoin and its underlying blockchain—ideal for non-technical users, investors, and business executives An explanation of the technical foundations
of bitcoin and cryptographic currencies for developers, engineers, and software and systems architects Details of the bitcoin decentralized network, peer-to-peer architecture, transaction lifecycle, and security principles New developments such
as Segregated Witness, Payment Channels, and Lightning Network A deep dive into blockchain applications, including how to combine the building blocks offered by this platform into higher-level applications User stories, analogies, examples,
and code snippets illustrating key technical concepts

Investigación de operaciones-Kamlesh Mathur 1996

Trabajos de Estadística Y de Investigacion Operativa- 1966

Planificación de operaciones de manufactura y servicios-Gisela Patricia Monsalve Fonnegra 2018-12-15 En este texto encontrará información sobre conceptos, teorías, técnicas y herramientas para planificación de sistemas productivos y
de servicios; enfatizando en modelos determinísticos y exactos. Para ello, la autora da algunos ejemplos diseñados a partir de su experiencia profesional en gestión de operaciones, para su aplicabilidad en beneficio del mejoramiento
empresarial.

The Living World-George Johnson 2014-01-10 The Living World is often considered a student favorite. George Johnson has written this non-majors textbook from the ground up to be an engaging and accessible learning tool with an emphasis
on "how things work and why things happen the way they do". The Living World focuses on concepts rather than terminology and technical information, and features a straightforward, clear writing style and a wide variety of media assets to
enhance the content of the textbook. The integration of text and the digital world is now complete with McGraw-Hill's ConnectPlus, LearnSmart, and SmartBook. Users who purchase ConnectPlus receive access to the full online ebook version of
the textbook.

Operations Research-Hamdy A. Taha 1976

Revista de la Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador- 1988
Operations Research-Wayne L. Winston 1996-11 This book is intended to be used as an advanced beginning or an intermediate text in operations research, management science, or mathematical programming.
Economia y desarrollo- 1980
Transportation Systems Engineering-Ennio Cascetta 2013-03-09 "This book provides a rigorous and comprehensive coverage of transportation models and planning methods and is a must-have to anyone in the transportation community,
including students, teachers, and practitioners." Moshe Ben-Akiva, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Inventarios manejo y control-Guerrero Salas Humberto 2017

Economic Man in the Industrial Revolution-Bowker Editores Argentina 1957

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Operations Research-Richard Bronson 1982 Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time'. . Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have
trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic
format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. . . This Schaum's Outline gives you. . Practice problems with full explanations that reinforce knowledge. Coverage of the most up-to-date
developments in your course field. In-depth review of practices and applications. . . Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your
best test scores!. . Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved..

WinQSB-Yih-Long Chang 2003-01-06 * Wide range of problem-solving tools from management science and operations management * User-friendly, easy-to-understand environment-users learn how these tools work and how to apply them to
tackle business problems * Data entry is spreadsheet oriented and easy to do * Output includes spreadsheet tables and graphic analyses * Extensive help files support the user every step of the way

Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging With MATLAB Algorithms-Caner Ozdemir 2012-02-03 This book provides a full representation of Inverse SyntheticAperture Radar (ISAR) imagery, which is a popular and importantradar signal
processing tool. The book covers all possible aspectsof ISAR imaging. The book offers a fair amount of signal processingtechniques and radar basics before introducing the inverse problemof ISAR and the forward problem of Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR).Important concepts of SAR such as resolution, pulse compression andimage formation are given together with associated MATLAB codes. After providing the fundamentals for ISAR imaging, the bookgives the detailed imaging
procedures for ISAR imaging withassociated MATLAB functions and codes. To enhance the image qualityin ISAR imaging, several imaging tricks and fine-tuning proceduressuch as zero-padding and windowing are also presented. Finally,various
real applications of ISAR imagery, like imaging theantenna-platform scattering, are given in a separate chapter. Forall these algorithms, MATLAB codes and figures are included. Thefinal chapter considers advanced concepts and trends in
ISARimaging.

Boletín de estudios económicos- 1965

Introduction to Modeling and Simulation of Technical and Physical Systems with Modelica-Peter Fritzson 2011-10-03 Master modeling and simulation using Modelica, the new powerful,highly versatile object-based modeling language
Modelica, the new object-based software/hardware modelinglanguage that is quickly gaining popularity around the world,offers an almost universal approach to high-level computationalmodeling and simulation. It handles a broad range of
applicationdomains, for example mechanics, electrical systems, control, andthermodynamics, and facilitates general notation as well aspowerful abstractions and efficient implementations. Using theversatile Modelica language and its
associated technology, thistext presents an object-oriented, component-based approach thatmakes it possible for readers to quickly master the basics ofcomputer-supported equation-based object-oriented (EOO)mathematical modeling and
simulation. Throughout the text, Modelica is used to illustrate the variousaspects of modeling and simulation. At the same time, a number ofkey concepts underlying the Modelica language are explained withthe use of modeling and simulation
examples. This book: Examines basic concepts such as systems, models, andsimulations Guides readers through the Modelica language with the aid ofseveral step-by-step examples Introduces the Modelica class concept and its use in
graphicaland textual modeling Explores modeling methodology for continuous, discrete, andhybrid systems Presents an overview of the Modelica Standard Library and keyModelica model libraries Readers will find plenty of examples of models
that simulatedistinct application domains as well as examples that combineseveral domains. All the examples and exercises in the text areavailable via DrModelica. This electronic self-teaching program,freely available on the text's companion
website, guides readersfrom simple, introductory examples and exercises to more advancedones. Written by the Director of the Open Source Modelica Consortium,Introduction to Modeling and Simulation of Technical andPhysical Systems with
Modelica is recommended for engineers andstudents interested in computer-aided design, modeling, simulation,and analysis of technical and natural systems. By building on basicconcepts, the text is ideal for students who want to
learnmodeling, simulation, and object orientation.

Organization Theory-Billy J. Hodge 1984

The Brand You 50 (Reinventing Work)-Tom Peters 1999-12-15 Michael Goldhaber, writing in Wired, said, "If there is nothing very special about your work, no matter how hard you apply yourself you won't get noticed and that increasingly
means you won't get paid much either. In times past you could be obscure yet secure -- now that's much harder." Again: the white collar job as now configured is doomed. Soon. ("Downsizing" in the nineties will look like small change.) So what's
the trick? There's only one: distinction. Or as we call it, turning yourself into a brand . . . Brand You. A brand is nothing more than a sign of distinction. Right? Nike. Starbucks. Martha Stewart. The point (again): that's not the way we've thought
about white collar workers--ourselves--over the past century. The "bureaucrat" on the finance staff is de facto faceless, plugging away, passing papers. But now, in our view, she is born again, transformed from bureaucrat to the new star. She
works in a professional service firm and works on projects that she'll be able to brag about years from now. I call her/him the New American Professional, CEO of Me Inc. (even if Me Inc. is currently on someone's payroll) and, of course, of
Brand You. Step #1 in the model was the organization . . .a department turned into PSF 1.0. Step #2 is the individual . . .reborn as Brand You. In 50 essential points, Tom Peters shows how to be committed to your craft, choose the right
projects, how to improve networking, why you need to think fun is cool, and why it's important to piss some people off. He will enable you to turn yourself into an important and distinctive commodity. In short, he will show you how to turn
yourself into . . . Brand You. See also the other 50List titles in the Reinventing Work series by Tom Peters -- The Project50 and The Professional Service Firm50 -- for additional information on how to make an impact in the professional world.

LEV- 1998

The Thinking Manager's Toolbox-William J. Altier 1999 In this indispensable book, a widely experienced business consultant provides a complete set of analytical tools essential to successful trouble-shooting, effective planning, and making
better decisions faster, more confidently, and more often. How can you help your company solve a problem in just a few days that's been plaguing managers for three months? How can you bring a room of executives to a consensus on a critical
decision that the CEO and his committee have been wrestling with for years? Of course, this is easier said than done. Indeed, not a week goes by without a major business media story about a company that has fallen on hard times and an
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